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The information contained herein is for informational purposes only; does not 
constitute legal advice; and, does not necessarily reflect the opinions of 
Buckley Sandler LLP or any of its attorneys or clients. This presentation is not 
intended to create, and does not create, an attorney-client relationship 
between you and Buckley Sandler LLP, or any of the presenters, and you 
should not act or rely on any information in this presentation without 
consulting legal counsel. The information contained in this presentation may 
or may not reflect the most current legal developments; accordingly, 
information in this presentation is not promised or guaranteed to be correct 
or complete, and should not be considered an indication of future results. 
Buckley Sandler LLP expressly disclaims all liability in respect to actions taken 
or not taken based on any or all of the contents of this presentation. 

Disclaimer
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Overview

1. What is ransomware?
2. The importance of doing backups 
3. The importance of regular patching
4. How ransomware attacks are like and unlike breaches 
5. What bitcoin is and why it is used
6. It can happen to anyone
7. Some available resources on addressing ransomware 

incidents
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 May 13, 2017 10:30 AM – An employee receives an email 
from an events company with whom the company has 
previously worked.  The email thanks the company for its 
business and says the attachment contains information on 
new event offerings.  The employee clicks on the email…

A Ransomware Example
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 This pops up on the employee’s screen

Infection and Ransom Demand
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 The employee notifies the Executive Director, who calls 
outside IT support  

 The IT support vendor confirms that all materials on the 
network, including the donor and client databases, have been 
encrypted

 Employees are asking what to do and whether their own 
personal information has been stolen

 Clients needing assistance are calling, but without the 
information in the system, only limited help can be provided

Escalation and Effects
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 After some deliberation, the entity decides it cannot restore 
from backup files and will pay the ransom

 The entity acquires bitcoin and sends according to the 
ransom instructions

 They receive this message

Payment
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 The entity downloads the decryption file, but it does not work
 All files remain encrypted and there is no further contact 

from the cybercriminals
 Two days later, another employee receives an email similar to 

the one received on May 13

The Result
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 A means to make money for 
cybercriminals

 A type of malware
 Different than software that 

seeks to cause harm or steal data
 Wannacry vs. NotPetya
 Small companies and non-profits 

are not immune
• Ransoms are often low
• Often use out-of-date software

 Attacks can be fake

What is Ransomware?
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 Not a new phenomenon, but the number of attacks has grown 
significantly in the last couple of years

 First known attack occurred in 1989
 250% increase in ransomware attacks from Q4 of 2016 to Q1 of 

2017
 This is on top of a 300% increase from 2015 to 2016

What is Ransomware?
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 Malware
 Distributed denial of service 

attack (DDoS)
 Phishing and other social 

engineering
 Security breaches and data 

theft
 The difference is often in the 

intent

Ransomware Compared to Other Threats
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 The ransom 
amounts 
demanded vary, 
but in the U.S. 
are usually less 
than $500

 Ransom 
demands are 
most commonly 
in a specified 
cryptocurrency

Ransom Demands
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 90% of ransomware 
defense occurs before 
an attack happens

 Backup, backup, backup
 Keeping software up to 

date
 Anomaly detection
 Data loss prevention 

may be less effective 
here

What to do About Ransomware
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 If you backup well and often, you are FAR less vulnerable to 
ransomware
• Can restore from the backups with little loss of data

 Important to design backups as separate stand alones so that 
they are less likely to be also encrypted by the ransomware

 Good backups lessen or eliminate the need to pay the ransom

The Importance of Doing Backups
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 Most ransomware exploits known 
vulnerabilities that have been fixed in 
patches

 Snowden revelations exposed many 
previously unknown vulnerabilities 
that are being exploited by 
ransomware

 Risks to using end-of-life software

The Importance of Regular Patching
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 Instruct them to be careful in 
opening attachments
• Look for any suspicious signs in the 

email or header
 Content not quite right
 Message seems more general than normal

 Ransomware emails may come 
from known contacts
• Often spreads by accessing address 

book of infected machines

 Leverage existing phishing 
training

 Limit the ability to run executable 
files

Training Employees
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 Not necessarily the same
 Can trigger the security breach notice requirements

• 48 state laws based on the residence of the affected individual

 Contracts with third parties can result in more stringent 
requirements than under the laws

 Incident response process provides a good framework for 
addressing ransomware

Ransomware Attacks vs. Data Breaches
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Should I Contact Law Enforcement?
 Generally little risk in contacting law enforcement
 Law enforcement may not be able to provide significant 

assistance
• Technical issues
• Timing
• Difficult to assist everyone affected in a ransomware wave

 Law enforcement may welcome information about the nature 
of the attack that affected you
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 What are cryptocurrencies?
 What is their role relative to 

ransomware?
 Practical issues to consider for 

cryptocurrencies
• Timing
• Acquiring cryptocurrency

 Law enforcement recommends 
strongly against paying ransom

 Payment is no guarantee of 
receiving your data back and may 
encourage more attacks

Ransoms, Bitcoin, and Cryptocurrencies
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 Standard vs. nonstandard 
coverage

 Can you recover:
• Down-time?
• Ransom amount?

 Does the insurer require to 
be involved in negotiations 
with the hacker?

Ransomware and Insurance
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 Recent news shows 
that ransomware is 
pervasive and 
growing

 Very profitable for 
cybercriminals
• Only need a small 

percentage to work

 Constant new 
variants of 
ransomware

 Education is key to 
protection

It Could Happen to Anyone!
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Recent Events

 On January 11, 2017, hackers demand 50 bitcoin (then about 
$43,000) from Indiana non-profit Little Red Door (cancer 
charity)

 Attackers text LRD’s directors and officers’ cell phones
• Demand emails with subject line “Cancer Sucks, But We Suck More!”

 Ransom amount exceeded LRD’s annual mammogram budget
 LRD refused, and focused on rebuilding their data
 Without its data in hand, LRD has been hindered in obtaining 

the grant funding that pays its bills
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Recent Events

 On January 12, 2017, eight days before the presidential 
inauguration, D.C. police noticed four surveillance camera 
sites were not functioning properly

 Hackers had infected 123 of 187 network video recorders in a 
closed-circuit TV system for public spaces across the city 
• Police cameras unable to record between Jan. 12 and Jan. 15. 
• The cyberattack affected 70 percent of storage devices that record data

 The city did not pay ransom 
• Resolved the problem by taking the devices offline, removing all 

software, and restarting the system at each site

 On Jan. 19, a British man and a Swedish woman were 
arrested in south London for the attack
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Recent Events

 On January 22, 2017, 12 hotel guests at a lakeside Alpine 
hotel in Austria were locked out of their electronically keyed 
rooms

 Hackers demanded two bitcoin (then about $1800) by the 
end of the day, or the cost would double

 The 111-year-old family hotel was at full capacity (180 guests) 
for the skiing season, 90 minutes away from the nearest city

 The hotel paid the ransom
 Will replace electronic keys with “old-fashioned door locks 

and real keys of the type used when his great-grandfather 
founded the hotel”
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Recent Events

 On June 15, 2017, public TV and radio station KQED in San 
Francisco infected by malware
• Attackers asked for 1.7 bitcoin per computer (then about $27,000 total)
• KQED refused, and all internet-connected devices, tools, and machinery 

have been cut off for over a month
 While KQED could stay on the air, the station needed to take down systems that 

affected their ability to produce shows and to permit online streaming of content
 Building security: network-connected card readers are deactivated

• According to reports, KQED had:
 Technology: up-to-date security systems
 Education: an awareness cultivated by routinely producing new cyberattack stories
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 Incidents of Ransomware on the Rise - FBI
 Ransomware Closer Look - FTC
 Risk Alert Cybersecurity Ransomware Alert - SEC
 2016 SFC Cybersecurity - FINRA

Available Resources - Government
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https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/incidents-of-ransomware-on-the-rise
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2016/11/ransomware-closer-look
https://www.sec.gov/files/risk-alert-cybersecurity-ransomware-alert.pdf
http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/2016_SFC_Cybersecurity.pdf


Available Resources – Media and Trade Groups 

 May 3, 2017 Ransomware Attacks - ABA
 Wannacry Wannacrypt Uiwix Ransomware Everything You 

Need to Know - CNET
 Wannacry Ransomware Cyberattack Raises Legal Issues -

National Law Review
 What You Need to Know About Wannacry Ransomware -

Symantec
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http://www.aba.com/Press/Pages/050317RansomwareAttacks.aspx
https://www.cnet.com/news/wannacry-wannacrypt-uiwix-ransomware-everything-you-need-to-know/
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/wannacry-ransomware-cyberattack-raises-legal-issues


Questions?
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